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The Central Government for some reason has decided to view plantations as forests. This ac-

tion was severely criticized, as no monoculture can become forests. Forests are living ecosys-

tems with complex interrelationships between various species, most of which are yet to be 

completely deciphered by scientists. You can plant trees but can’t create forests. Classifying 

plantations as forests doesn’t provide an accurate reflection of India’s biodiversity in our natu-

ral forests. 

According to the current definition of Government of India, an area of one hectare (ha) or 

above, irrespective of land use and ownership, will be considered as a forest if it has at least 

10% canopy cover. So according to this definition any fruit orchards like mango, apple, guava 

etc, bamboo cultivation, monoculture eucalyptus plantations for pulp industry, rubber and 

palm oil plantations and any other agro forestry can be called as forest. This definition of for-

est clearly increased the total area under forest cover to about 21%.  

Due to this blatant misuse of definition the Government is comfortably claiming that the area 

under forest cover is increasing even though the Ministry for Environment, Forests and Cli-

mate Change has virtually become a clearinghouse for all projects and is diverting huge 

swathes of forests for industries and various projects. The situation has come to such a pass 

that the ruling party in its election manifesto for the Loksabha elections had stated “we have 

ensured speed and effectiveness in issuing forest and environmental clearances for eligible 

projects due to which we have added around 9000 Sq. Kms to the forest cover of the country. 
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We are committed to maintaining this pace through adoption of cleaner practises to make our 

nation a greener country”. In fact the Government has said in Parliament that a total of 

20,314.12 hectares of forest land was diverted in three years from 2015 to December 2018.  

Though the Government was immune to protests about this, there have been some uncomfort-

able questions posed by a UN body. The data was submitted to United Nation’s REDD+ 

(Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation) which needs the forest data to 

evaluate the amount of carbon that is stored in the forests of various member countries so that 

incentives can be provided to the developing countries to protect the forest areas. Clearly they 

were not amused as including plantations and farms would have distorted the overall Forest 

Reference Level for India. 

If this gives an impression that the Government is not serious about forests, then there is more 

to it. The Central Government constituted Forest Advisory committee has stated that the 

states need not seek clarification from the Centre whether any unclassified land is forest or 

not.  It has said “States, having well established forest departments, are in a better position, 

rather than MoEF&CC, to understand their own forests and needs, and should frame criteria 

for their forests... criteria so finalised by a state need not be subject to approval by MoEF&CC”.  

So if a State Government is willing to protect its forests, then it can technically declare the fal-

low lands, various scrublands, grasslands and wooded areas as forests. In the recent days the 

way the Government wants to clear up areas with dense tree cover for some projects, like the 

Aarey colony for creating a metro car parking shed, the chances of its misuse is high.  

When one looks at all these incidents, one can start to see the common linkage and makes the 

intention of the Government appear suspect.  

The MoEF&CC has recently sent a letter to all forest secretaries of various Union territories 

and states, that the local DFO can allow temporary activities like exhibitions, cultural activi-

ties, film shoots, weddings etc. which earlier needed prior permission from the Central Gov-

ernment. The letter states that “the matter has been examined in detail in the ministry and it 

has been decided that temporary work in forest land which does not involve part of any pro-

tected area, breaking up or clearing of forest land or portion thereof, assigning by way of lease 

or otherwise to firm, organization or a person and does not create any right over such forest 

land…will not require prior approval of central government under the FC Act”. 

Basically this is a way to bypass the stringent permissions required. Earlier, the Ravi Shankar 

led Art of Living foundation had created a massive cultural programme on the banks of Yamu-

na river where they compacted the flood plains and caused massive damage to the area. 
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(IndiaWilds Newsletter Vol. 9 Issue IV, April 2017, https://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-

vol-9-issue-iv/ ) Now the local authorities (Divisional Forest Officer) can allow these kinds of projects. Temporary tents 

and facilities can be set up to give the nice exotic location feel. A wealthy industrialist or politician can now hold a wedding 

in such places. Huge Bollywood and regional film shoots can also be taken up where they set up massive sets. There would 

be no environment impact assessment 

and the ecological impact would be 

huge. A few years ago, in one case in 

Tamil Nadu, local film crew deposited 

all the plaster-of-paris mix in a forest 

pond and that led to death of deers and 

other herbivores. Such kind of scenes 

are likely to be common place due to 

this move of the Union environment 

and forests ministry. 

When ecologically fragile lands are 

being allowed to be exploited for earn-

ing money, each DFO would start talk-

ing about how much revenue he/she earned in a year. The focus will clearly shift from preserving the ecology of the place to 

earning money. As such, many premier national park managers boast of their tourism revenue. Instead of patrolling and 

other actions required for the scientific management of the wilderness areas, our forest officers are focused on tourism reve-

nue. So way more tourists are permitted to enter into forests than the carrying capacity of the forest.  The move to allow 

temporary activities will exacerbate the already massive anthropogenic pressures that our wilderness areas are facing.  

Many of our pseudo religious Babas would be salivating at the prospect. Some such celebrity Gurus can now give a call to 

their followers to come for a holy yajna in some forest for 10-15 days and people will come in droves. Those kinds of actions 

will choke the last remaining breath out of our wilderness areas.  

Interestingly the MoEF&CC officials have stated that they had issued a guideline in this regard in 2014 and are now merely 

reissuing it. So first the ministry comes out with a guideline and keep it under wraps. Then years later pull it out from the 

files to say that the protests have been too late as this policy has been in place for years. Even if that was not intentional, all 

these forest related notifications and actions by the Government shows that there is a design involved, a method in the mad-

ness. It is increasingly becoming clear that the central Government has decided to decimate the wilderness areas and wild-

life with a vengeance.   

Forests are the soul of India. Our religion and culture is based on our forests. The mountains, rivers, forests and wildlife are 

all sacred in our religion. We go to extreme lengths to proclaim the greatness of our religion and culture and are ready to 

silence and kill people who we believe are not believers. So it is indeed strange that the Government is ready to sacrifice our 

forests, rivers and all that we call as sacred in the altar of industrialization. 

Yamuna AOL debris  

https://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-9-issue-iv/
https://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-9-issue-iv/
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Book Review - 

The Untold Stories of Indian Tigers 

by Nikhilesh Shrikhande 

The Untold Stories of Indian Tigers is a collection of stories about the lives of some of the oft sighted and well-known tigers 

from a few premier national parks in India. The author has mixed facts with fiction and has imagined scenarios in the lives 

of a few tigers. On the surface these stories will prove to be popular with kids. However, the stories are also peppered with 

facts, management lessons and philosophy and if a person is in the right frame of mind then these can also act as stimuli 

for some self-introspection. 

In the chapter titled hunt it right, the author writes talks about the story of the tiger nicknamed Ustad who subsequently 

hunted a forest guard and was later branded as maneater and captured. The author through this story tries to highlight the 

tough life of a tiger. It is not easy to be a tiger. It is never 

about brute force. If the tiger has got strength, then nature 

has given its prey the ability to outrun the tiger. The prey 

species have got great sense of smell unlike the tiger. Howev-

er, the tiger has got acute sense of hearing. The tiger has to 

plan and replan its approach and even after such careful 

planning not every attempt results in a successful kill. 

In the fictionalised conversation between the mother and 

child, the author imagines the mother to be telling her child 

not to take shortcuts. The tigress urges its young kid to live 

by the law and work hard has no substitute. If an animal, 

with a high level of intelligence like a tiger, which possess 

much superior strength than man needs to do the hard work, 

then can man be immune from it? This book is filled with 

such wise sayings disguised as teachings and learnings. 

There was a time when we were taught morality and values 

through stories and fables told and retold by our elders to us. 

With the breakdown of joint families into nuclear families 

and with both the parents working, it has become difficult to 

transmit such values through stories. So this effort by the author Nikhilesh Shrikhande to create stories with wise sayings is 

going to solve a great purpose. 

Fear of failure affects everyone at some point in his or her life’s journey. The author tells us that a tiger is also not immune 

from it. The author visualises the struggle that a tigress goes through to rear up her cubs. In the chapter The Lake Battle, 

the author imagines the famous tigress Machli (T-16), who earned lot of awe due to killing a mugger crocodile in the lake, 

http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/wp-content/images/The-untold-story-of-indian-tigers-coverpage.jpg
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Book Review - 

to be relieving her most painful moments of her life when she lost her cubs. Only after facing her fear of failure could she 

become successful in rearing up her litter. 

The tigress Macchli is telling her son “Every step in the jungle brings a new surprise and a new challenge. There should be 

challenges in life. Without challenges life becomes dull. Challenging situations will help you to learn and grow as a King of 

the Jungle. If your mind is strong, you can achieve anything. learn a lesson from every situation; adverse or favourable. 

Never give up hope my son…”. As they say you learn the best lessons in the biggest battles. And what is bigger than a life 

and death situation that a tiger faces everyday? 

Tigers are generally solitary in nature with the male and female parting ways after mating. The female raises her cubs and 

then they move away from her and then she again mates with a male to raise another litter. However, not much is known 

about the secret life of tigers. During the days of British, when prey was numerous, our forests had many tigers in a single 

patch. They do know each other, however, their relation is not well known. In observations in Nepal and in Bandhavgarh in 

the 60s by George Schaller, a prey was observed to be shared by many tigers each waiting for their turn to eat. 

Tiger T25 nicknamed Dollar who reared two cubs Photo: Vipin Sharma 
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Book Review - 

In the chapter Scent of Hope, the author brings to light a fascinating story of a male tiger (T-25) rearing two cubs after their 

mother died. The male tiger has now taken the burden of rearing up the two cubs to adulthood, though that is not its natu-

ral role. This male tiger teaches us humans love, affection, responsibility, empathy. If at all we can imbibe some of these 

qualities than the world can be a better place. 

There have been many wildlife books. Some are written by shikaris containing amazing natural history and have become 

world famous. There are also some hunting stories by some hunters where you find a lot of spice added to spruce up the 

adventure quotient. In the last fifty years or so, there have been books on tigers by researchers which contain cold facts and 

some are autobiographical as well. However, this book by Nikhilesh Shrikhande, where he imagines the hidden life of fa-

mous tigers, can appeal to multiple audiences. Kids can read it as bedtime stories and elders can draw some life lessons 

from it. The struggle of some of the individual tigers and their difficult journeys to establish a territory in view of the relent-

less anthropomorphic challenges in form of poachers, woodcutters, grazers etc will hopefully provide a perspective to peo-

ple. The story of collarwali in the chapter “In Search of the last tiger” may remind people about Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle 

Book. The worries of the jungle folk about man decimating their forests can leave a lasting impression on young impres-

sionable minds. Hopefully these individualised stories will strike a chord with people so that more and more people can 

raise their voice to preserve our fast vanishing wilderness and wildlife. I would love to see more such work. 

The book also contains a educational section with messages in bullet points related to man-animal conflict, about what in-

dividuals can do to protect tigers and wildlife, about the reason for vanishing tigers, the role of tiger as apex predator and 

the complex inter-relationships between species and hence the need to save an entire ecosystem and other key messages. 

The Untold Stories of Indian Tigers is published by Punya Publishing. This book at 167 pages and with several colour pho-

tos of tigers and some facts about tigers at the end, is an easy read. The design is also attractive and immediately gives a 

good impression. Priced at 349 rupees this book can be considered as a good gift, especially for Kids. We have no hesitation 

in recommending this unique book wholeheartedly. 
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Conservation News - 

First National Protocol to Enumerate Snow Leopard Population in India 

Launched 

In a boost towards protecting and conserving Snow Leopards, Union Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change 

(MoEFCC), Shri Prakash Javadekar launched the First National Protocol on Snow Leopard Population Assessment in India, on 

the occasion of International Snow Leopard Day on 23rd October 2019. 

 

Snow Leopard enumeration of the Nation, which is the first of its kind, has been developed by scientific experts in association 

with the Snow Leopard States/UTs namely, Ladakh, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Arunanchal 

Pradesh. 

It is noteworthy to mention that Snow Leopard is found in 12 countries. They are India, Nepal, Bhutan, China, Mongolia, Russia, 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. 

The two day international meeting of GSLEP (Global Snow Leopard & Ecosystem Protection) Program is being organized by the 

Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change at New Delhi on 23-24 October 2019. 

Giving the key note address at the Inaugural session of the 4th steering committee meeting of the Global Snow Leopard & Eco-

system Protection (GSLEP) Program, at New Delhi, Shri Javadekar dwelt upon range countries working collectively to conserve 

nature and enumerate the number of snow leopards. “We will strive to double the Snow leopards population in the world in the 

Tiger T25 nicknamed Dollar who reared two cubs       
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Conservation News - 

coming decade. This two-day Conference is important because discussions, deliberations, cooperation and learning from each 

other and sharing the best practices will benefit us all. Therefore, we can conserve nature in a better way and we can do posi-

tive work collectively”, stated the Environment Minister. 

 

Shri Javadekar also expressed confidence that the deliberations will be successful in chalking out practical program and lead to 

winning the battle against climate change by preserving and improving nature and by multiplying the epitome of ecology that 

includes Leopards, Tigers, Lions, Elephants, Rhinos and all animal kingdom. The Minister said “We must start thinking about 

capacity building, livelihood, green economy, and green pathway even in the Snow Leopard areas of the Himalayan range and 

cross country cooperation. This forms the basis for all Snow Leopard range countries.” 

Speaking at the Inaugural session, Secretary, MoEFCC, Shri C.K. Mishra also laid stress on the need for awareness and under-

standing value of Snow Leopard for the ecosystem. He said “These conferences provide an opportunity to learn about the best 

practices of other countries.  Discussions should center around habitat and ecosystem. Better ecosystem and creating better 

habitat is what we should strive for”. 

The 4th Steering Committee meeting of the GSLEP is being attended by Ministers from Nepal, Russia, Kyrgyzstan and Mongolia 

along with senior officials from nine of the Snow Leopard countries. The Steering Committee meeting of GSLEP chaired by Ne-

pal and Co-Chaired by Kyrgyzstan, will be sharing their experiences to intensify collaborative efforts towards conserving the 

Snow Leopards and its ecosystem. The delegates will also be discussing sustainable development efforts to be made in the 

Snow Leopard habitats and take into consideration green economic development, innovative conservation financing and popu-

Snow leopard in Hemis National Park, Ladakh                            Photo: Hymakar Valluru 
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Conservation News - 

lation assessment of global Snow Leopards. The Steering Committee will also assess efforts in combating poaching and illegal 

wildlife trade of Snow Leopards. 

 

Joint Statement issued at the Conclusion of 29th BASIC Ministerial Meet on Cli-

mate Change: 

 The Union Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC), Shri Prakash Javadekar participated in the 

29th ministerial meeting of the BASIC (Brazil, South Africa, India, China) countries on Climate Change at Beijing, China on 

25th-26th October 2019. 

Following is the Joint Statement issued today at the Conclusion of 29th BASIC Ministerial Meet on Climate Change: 

[*]The 29th BASIC Ministerial Meeting on Climate Change was held in Beijing, China, on 25th-26th October 2019. The 

meeting was chaired by H.E. Mr. LI Ganjie, Minister of Ecology and Environment of the People’s Republic of China, attend-

ed by H.E. Mr. XIE Zhenhua, Special Representative for Climate Change Affairs of China, and H.E. Mr. Prakash Javadekar, 

Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change and Information and Broadcasting of the Republic of India, Mr. 

Roberto Castelo Branco, National Secretary for International Relations, Ministry of the Environment of Brazil, and Mr. 

Maesela Kekana, Chief Director of International Climate Change Relations and Negotiations of the Ministry of Environ-

ment, Forestry and Fisheries of the Republic of South Africa. In line with the ‘BASIC-plus’ approach, H.E. Ammar Hijazi, 
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Ambassador of the state of Palestine, on behalf of the Chair of the Group of 77 and China, and Mr. Mauricio Carabelli of 

Chile, on behalf of the incoming Presidency of COP25 also attended the meeting as Guests. 

[*]BASIC Ministers expressed their concern for the global challenge of climate change and its adverse effects, and con-

firmed their commitments to multilateralism in order to address the issue and to foster climate resilience and promote 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction, low-carbon and sustainable development, with a view to collectively working towards 

preparedness of international community for the wellbeing of all. Ministers underscored that all parties should jointly de-

fend the international system underpinned by the United Nations, in accordance with the principles of equity, common but 

differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDR-RC), in the light of different national circumstances. Uni-

lateralism and protectionism undermine the open and free international trade system and the prospect of global economic 

development and growth, which will end up with damaging global efforts against climate change. It is imperative to focus 

on safeguarding the multilateral process and the fulfillment of commitments. 

[*]Ministers emphasized the faithful and comprehensive implementation of the Paris Agreement, in particular of its goals 

and principles, and underlined the importance of a full, effective and sustained implementation of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), its Kyoto Protocol and its Paris Agreement, in accordance with the 

principles of equity, common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDR-RC), in the light of dif-

ferent national circumstances, as well as the nationally- determined nature of the Paris Agreement. They emphasized that 

global climate action should promote climate justice by recognizing the fundamental equality of all people in accessing eco-

nomic growth and sustainable development. The BASIC Ministers reaffirmed and emphasized the need for people’s partici-

pation and climate friendly lifestyles for addressing the challenge of climate change acknowledging that Paris Agreement 

embodies and calls for sustainable lifestyles and consumption patterns. 

[*]Ministers highlighted that developing countries, including BASIC countries, notwithstanding the multiple challenges 

including food security, poverty eradication, and insufficient and uneven progress of domestic development, have been 

implementing ambitious climate action based on their national circumstances in the context of sustainable development, 

and have achieved great progress with significant contribution to global efforts in combating climate change. In 2018, Chi-

na has reduced carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP by 45.8% from the 2005 level, increased the share of non-fossil 

fuels in primary energy consumption to 14.3%. South Africa has recently implemented carbon tax, and announced massive 

renewable energy program in its latest electricity plan. India has already achieved 21% reduction in emission intensity of 

GDP in 2014 compared to 2005 levels, thereby achieving its pre-2020 voluntary target. In 2015, Brazil had already 

achieved a 58% emission reduction in the business as usual scenario set for its NAMAs, thereby overachieving its target of 

36%- 39% reductions set for 2020. 

[*]Ministers noted UN Climate Action Summit and its strong political signal of upholding multilateralism, implementing 

the Paris Agreement, and enhancing ambitions of action and support. BASIC countries actively engaged and contributed, 

and are ready to further strengthen international cooperation to explore solutions which are cost-effective and with lower 

Conservation News - 
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risks, such as nature-based solutions, and technology innovation in industry transition. 

[*]Ministers expressed their appreciation to the Polish Presidency’s contribution to the conclusion of the bulk of the Paris 

Agreement Work Programme (PAWP). They appreciated Costa Rica for hosting Pre-COP25 to promote political dialogue 

on specific issues. The Group pledged their full support to the incoming Chilean Presidency, and highlighted that the key 

outcome of COP25 will be to conclude negotiations on robust rules to ensure environmental integrity under Article 6 of 

Paris Agreement and to achieve progress on climate finance which is one of the key enablers for developing countries to 

implement ambitious climate actions. They committed to working with all other Parties for the success of COP25 in an 

open and transparent, consensus-based and party- driven manner. 

[*]Ministers valued the 187 ratifications of the Paris Agreement to date, called on all remaining Parties to ratify, and wel-

comed the implementation of the Agreement in the post-2020 period. The Group also underscored Kyoto Protocol as the 

significant milestone in the multilateral climate process. Ministers also welcomed the 134 ratifications, to date, of the Doha 

Amendment to the Kyoto Protocol and recalled that only 10 acceptance instruments are outstanding for the amendment to 

enter into force. They urged the Parties that have not yet ratified the Doha Amendment to do so as soon as possible, striv-

ing for its prompt entry into force before COP25. 

[*]The Group highlighted the substantial gaps not only in mitigation, but also in adaptation and support provided by devel-

oped countries to developing countries in the pre-2020 period. They stressed that these gaps should not be transferred to 

the post-2020 period to present additional burdens on developing countries. They urged developed countries to take ur-

gent actions to close the gaps, including revisiting their targets on mitigation under the Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, 

and fulfilling their commitments of providing support to developing countries. 

[*]Ministers underscored that as developing countries are the most adversely affected by climate change, adaptation is a 

key imperative but is neglected with imbalanced allocation of resources compared to mitigation. They reiterated that bal-

anced allocation should be made for adaptation and mitigation in terms of support provided by developed countries, in-

cluding through Green Climate Fund (GCF). The Group encouraged other fora, including the Global Commission on Adap-

tation to play their part in supporting developing countries on adaptation. They emphasized that it is critical to dedicate a 

share of proceeds from ITMOs transactions under Article 6 to fund adaptation in developing countries. 

[*]Ministers underlined their commitment to taking ambitious actions to implement their NDCs. They stressed that action 

and support are integral in terms of ambition, and the ambition of support by developed countries should match the ambi-

tion of action by developing countries. Developed countries shall provide new and additional, sustained, predictable, ade-

quate and timely finance, technology development and transfer and capacity-building support to developing countries, 

open markets and carry out practical technological cooperation, which serve the basis for mutual trust and important con-

ditions for the comprehensive and effective implementation of the Paris Agreement. 

[*]Ministers expressed their deep concern on the insufficiency and inadequacy of the support provided by developed coun-

Conservation News - 
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tries to date, and underlined that the climate finance should be new, additional, and with significant public funded compo-

nent. They urged developed countries to fulfill their climate finance commitments of providing USD 100 billion annually 

by 2020 for developing countries in a transparent and grant-based manner. 

[*]Ministers urged developed countries to propose the new collective quantified goal on finance as soon as possible, includ-

ing detailed roadmap and timetable. The goal should be from a floor of USD 100 billion per year, significantly publicly 

funded and of greater transparency. The 2020 deliberations should draw lessons from the experience of meeting the USD 

100 billion pledge, be informed by the needs and priorities of developing countries, and be adequate to meet the ambition 

of action of developing countries. In this regard, they stressed the importance of establishing a structured deliberation 

within the UNFCCC, in order to conclude this work in a meaningful and timely manner. 

[*]Ministers noted with concern the significant gap in aspects including funding scale, eligibility and policy- making of the 

GCF and the Global Environment Facility (GEF) from the need of developing countries. They noted of the contributions 

made by some developed countries in the first replenishment of the GCF, and urged the other developed countries to make 

speedy and robust contributions, to ensure the first replenishment doubles the initial resource mobilization pledge in real 

terms. 

[*]The Group highlighted that providing information on transparency of support, including its predictability, is a key com-

ponent of the Enhanced Transparency Framework. In this regard, Ministers urged developed countries to engage in dis-

cussion to formulate clear guidance for the biennial communication which has common tables for communicating such 

information, referred to Article 9.5 in a positive and constructive manner. 

[*]Ministers underscored the importance of concluding the discussions on Article 6 of the Paris Agreement, in accordance 

with the mandates and principles set out in the Agreement and the accompanying decision, including ensuring environ-

mental integrity and avoiding double counting. They restated that decisions on other subjects should not pre-empt discus-

sions under Article 6, and the issues should be addressed in a balanced and inclusive manner. 

[*]Ministers expressed that the rules and governance structures for cooperative approaches under Article 6.2 shall be mul-

tilaterally agreed and applicable to all Parties, and shall ensure that all transactions are based on actual mitigation efforts, 

consistent with Article 2. A robust accounting system shall be put in place, which shall have flexibility to accommodate dif-

ferent types of NDCs and a central log to register all transactions. 

[*]Ministers stated that the design of the mechanism under Article 6.4 shall be conducive to public and private sector in-

volvement and avoid the creation of unnecessary obstacles to investment, provided that environmental integrity is en-

sured. Appropriate approaches, including corresponding adjustment and other possible means, should be explored to this 

end. Under no circumstances is the nationally determined nature of commitments and the bottom-up character of the Par-

is Agreement to be changed. They also stated that the ability of the climate change regime to ensure the appropriate transi-

tion of the CDM to the mechanism under Article 6.4 will be key to securing continued engagement of the public and private 

Conservation News - 
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sectors in mitigation action. 

[*]Ministers welcomed the review of the Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage associated with Climate 

Change Impacts based on the mandates, and emphasized the need to address loss and damage on the basis of equity and in 

accordance with the principles of CBDR-RC, the relevant provisions of the Paris Agreement and COP decisions. 

[*]Ministers reiterated that the UNFCCC process remains the preeminent international forum for addressing matters relat-

ed to climate change, and other fora serve as contributory supplement under the guidance of its principles and spirit. Min-

isters noted the work of International Maritime Organization (IMO) and International Civil Aviation (ICAO) on reduction 

of GHG emissions, and underlined that the work being undertaken must comply with the key principles of the UNFCCC 

process, in particular the principle of Equity and CBDR-RC. 

[*]Ministers hailed the 10th anniversary of the BASIC Group and agreed to further strengthen the solidarity and coopera-

tion among the four countries. In this context, they committed to jointly promote South-South cooperation, providing as-

sistance as capabilities allow to enhance the capacities of other developing countries in addressing climate change. They 

reiterated their unequivocal support to the State of Palestine, as the Chair of the Group of 77 and China, with a view to 

strengthening the unity of the Group and advancing the common interests of developing countries. 

[*]Ministers welcomed the offer of India to host the 30th BASIC Ministerial Meeting.  

 

India to shift to BS VI vehicular emission norms by April next year: Union Envi-

ronment Minister: 

 The Union Environment ministry has said that efforts of the Central Pollution Control Board are resulting in more 'good 

days' in terms of environment in the National Capital Region of Delhi. Giving details at a Press Conference in New Delhi, 

Union Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Shri Prakash Javadekar, said that a high level meeting of the 

five States to address the problem of air pollution in Delhi, due to stubble burning will be held soon. To control stubble 

burning, the government has given more than 20 thousand machines to farmers in Punjab and Haryana at a cost of about 

Rs.1150 crore, the Minister said. 

Shri Javadekar said “Recognition of existence of a problem is beginning of solution of the problem. The pollution problem 

of Delhi-NCR started aggravating since 2006 and was not recognized till 2014. In 2015, under the supervision of Prime 

Minister Shri Narendra Modi, Air Quality Index (AQI) was launched. Today, 113 AQI monitoring stations are present in 

Delhi-NCR and 29 more are to be installed soon”. The Minister highlighted that out of 273 days till 30th September in 

2019, number of ‘Good’, ‘Satisfactory’ and ‘Moderate’ days were 165 as against 104 in 2016. 

 The Minister further informed that Bharat Stage Six (BS VI), is a revolutionary step in the transformation of fuels. He add-
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ed that there has been 80% reduction in Particulate Matter emissions and 30% reduction in Nitrogen Oxides emissions in 

BS IV heavy duty diesel vehicles compared with BS III norms. Nearly ₹60,000 Cr were spent on switching over to BS VI 

fuels. “The Country will shift to BS VI vehicular emission norms from BS IV by April 2020. BS VI petrol/diesel is already 

available in Delhi/NCR”, said Shri Javadekar. 

Terming the launch of green fire crackers with green logo and QR coding system on Saturday, a historic initiative, the Min-

ister advised not to burst crackers this Diwali. However if one chooses to, then opt for the green crackers which is aimed at 

reducing pollution and health risks, 

Shri Javadekar said. 

Pointing out various efforts undertak-

en to control pollution, Shri Ja-

vadekar stated "From today onwards, 

46 teams of Central Pollution Control 

Board (CPCB) are taking stock of pol-

lution levels in Delhi-NCR and will 

take appropriate action wherever 

needed”. 

The Minster highlighted that the crea-

tion of Eastern and Western Periph-

eral Expressways, completed at cost 

of about ₹17000 Cr, has now led to 40000 goods vehicles, which are not destined for Delhi, to be diverted away from na-

tional capital, leading to a great positive impact on pollution. 

Talking of initiatives relating to e-mobility and Delhi Metro Rail Corporation network, Shri Javadekar said, 377 Km of met-

ro lines with 274 stations, is catering to more than 30 lakh passengers daily in an environmentally friendly manner. He 

termed it has one of the best systems of public transport in the world because of which more than 4 lakh vehicles are avoid-

ed on roads, thereby, reducing pollution. 

 The Minister also called upon other States to work unitedly in curbing pollution. It was informed that Delhi alone gets 

52MW energy from solid waste management and waste compost plant is operational. The closure of Badarpur Thermal 

Plant, banning of pet coke and conversion of 2789 Brick kilns in NCR to Zig-Zag technology has also led to reduction of 

pollution. 

Underlining the various actions undertaken by the Government to control road and construction and demolition (C&D) 

dust, the Minister said emulating the best dust management practices from Delhi Metro has led to pollution reduction and 

presently there is nearly 5 lakh MT waste which is being processed as Recycled Aggregate/Brick base.  
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Equipment Discussions - 

Sony launches Alpha 9 II with 20fps burst speed:  

Sony has launched A9 II with 24.2 MP 35mm full frame sensor with a burst speed of 20fps in electronic shutter for up to 

361 JPEG images or 239 compressed RAW images, with no viewfinder blackout. For times when mechanical shutter is pre-

ferred or required, the new Alpha 9 II has been improved to shoot at up to 10 fps. 

This camera also has 5 axis optical in body stabilisation system.  

The Autofocus is advanced and has 693 focal-plane phase detection AF points covering 93% of the image area. There are 

425 contrast AF points as well.  

Sony A9II also has Real-time Eye Af with right eye or left eye selection.  

This camera is aimed at professional sports photographers and photojournalists.  

Price:  $4500 US Dollars 

Sony Electronics Introduces the Alpha 9 II with Enhanced Connectivity and Workflow for 

Professional Sports Photographers and Photojournalists  

New Alpha 9 II Combines Alpha 9’s Unrivaled Speed with New Functionality to Match the Needs of Professionals 
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SAN DIEGO — October 3, 2019 — Sony Electronics today announced Alpha 9 II (model ILCE-9M2). The latest model from 

Sony’s acclaimed line-up of α (Alpha) full-frame interchangeable lens cameras, the new model has been created to support 

working professionals in the fields of sports photography and photojournalism. 

The new Alpha 9 II builds on the impressive legacy of the original Alpha 9, maintaining groundbreaking speed perfor-

mance, including blackout-free continuous shooting at up to 20 frames per second with Auto Focus and Auto Exposure 

tracking at 60 calculations per second. 

Updates include significantly enhanced connectivity and file delivery, continuous shooting at up to 10 fps with mechanical 

shutter, and evolved AF performance with newly optimized algorithms, re-designed build to enhance durability and opera-

bility. 

“The voice of our customers is absolutely critical to Sony – we are always listening,” said Neal Manowitz, deputy presi-

dent for Imaging Products and Solutions Americas at Sony Electronics. “The Alpha 9 II is the direct result of our work with 

agency, sports and news photographers since the launch of the original Alpha 9. We have added connectivity and net-

work capabilities that drastically improve the professional workflow, while also making enhancements to design, inter-

face and processing power that complete the user experience. Complemented by our extremely versatile E-mount system 

– with 55 native lenses introduced at this point including super-telephoto 600mm and 400mm G Master™ series lenses – 

this new camera is a tool unlike any other for professionals, whether in the field or on the field.”  

Raising the Bar for Built-in Connectivity in the Professional’s Workflow  

The Alpha 9 II includes a built-in 1000BASE-T Ethernet terminal, enabling gigabit communication for high-speed, stable 

data transfer operations. Additionally, File Transfer over SSL or TLS encryption (FTPS) is supported for increased data se-

curity and PC remote (tether) shooting performance is improved, with decreased release time lag and reduced live view 

screen delay when using the ‘Remote Camera Tool’ desktop application. The speed of the camera’s built-in wireless LAN 

functionality has also been increased, adding a stable and fast 5 GHz (IEEE 802.11ac) band, in addition to the 2.4 GHz pro-

vided in the Alpha 9. IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac standards are all supported. 

Designed to improve the speed of news agencies’ workflow, the Alpha 9 II features a new Voice Memo function that allows 

spoken information to be attached to images in the form of voice memos that can be replayed when the images are re-

viewed. The voice data can also be included with images sent to an editor, giving them important information needed for 

effective editing. Alternatively, a field photographer can also use the ‘Transfer & Tagging add-on’ “Imaging Edge™” applica-

tion to transfer voice tags with the images to their mobile device and have the voice memos automatically converted to text 

and added to the JPEG images in the form of IPTC metadata. All of this can be done automatically or manually selected by 

the photographer. 

By combining wireless voice/image transfer and automatic voice-to-text conversion with the ability to auto-transfer images 

with attached voice memos via FTP, it is possible to shoot and transfer the results to an FTP server without ever having to  
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operate a smartphone. FTP settings within the app can also be sent to a camera via Bluetooth®, allowing for a faster work-

flow. 

The Platinum Standard for Speed and Auto Focus Performance  

The new Alpha 9 II shares the same acclaimed 35mm full-frame stacked 24.2 MP Exmor RS™ CMOS image sensor with 

integral memory as the original Alpha 9, giving it the same unmatched speed performance and outstanding image quality. 

The new model can shoot continuously and completely silently at 20 fps for up to 361 JPEG images or 239 compressed 

RAW images, with no viewfinder blackout allowing the photographer to follow the subject and action with no interruption 

to the EVF during picture taking. For times when mechanical shutter is preferred or required, the new Alpha 9 II has been 

improved to shoot at up to 10 fps, about 2x the speed of the Alpha 9. 

The camera is able to function while continuously calculating Auto Focus and Auto Exposure at up to 60 times per second, 

with newly optimized AF algorithms that provide notably enhanced AF precision and performance, ensuring that even the 

most erratic subject motion that is associated with sports are captured with high precision. Also useful for sporting events, 

the camera now offers an anti-flicker shooting mode that automatically detects and adjusts for the presence of fluorescent 

or artificial lighting to maximize image quality. 

The advanced focusing system in the new Alpha 9 II is far beyond the capabilities of any professional camera. Comprised of 

693 focal-plane phase-detection AF points covering approximately 93% of the image area, as well as 425 contrast AF points, 

the Fast Hybrid Auto Focus system achieves extremely fast and accurate performance, ensuring all fast-moving subjects are 

accurately captured. Additional notable focusing capabilities include Real-time Eye AF with right eye / left eye selection, 

Real-time Eye AF for animal augmented with a new algorithm, Real-Time Eye AF for movie, Real-time Tracking, selectable 

focus frame color, Touch Pad focus point control while using the viewfinder and more. AF can also now continuously track 

even if continuous shooting is greater than F16, providing further accuracy for shots that require slower shutter speeds. 

Refined Build and Operability 

• Upgraded BIONZ X™ image processing engine gains maximum benefit from the sensor’s fast readout speed; processor 

works with front-end LSI to enhance speed in AF/AE detection, image processing, face detection and accuracy, and 

more 

• Upgraded dust and moisture resistant design to meet the needs of professionals in even the most challenging outdoor 

conditions; stronger sealing provided at all body seams as well as the battery compartment cover and media slot 

• Latest developed image-processing algorithm reduces noise in the medium-to-high sensitivity range while improving 

subjective resolution and image quality 

• 5-axis optical in-body image stabilization system that provides a shutter speed advantage of 5.5 steps 
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• Improved grip configuration for even greater comfort and sure hold; compatible with Sony VG-C4EM Vertical Grip 

• Improved button design and feel; increased diameter and feedback of the ‘AF-ON’ button; a refined multi-selector joy-

stick design; an exposure compensation dial lock button; and a redesigned shape and new position for the rear dial 

• Redesigned shutter mechanism to suppress even the slightest movement that can cause image blur; tested for durability 

in excess of 500,000 shutter cycles 

• USB Type-C™ connector that supports fast USB 3.2 Gen 1 data transfer 

• Dual media slots that are both compatible with UHS-I and UHS-II SD cards, allowing higher overall capacity and faster 

read/write speeds 

• Digital audio interface has been added to the camera’s Multi Interface Shoe™ (MI Shoe), enabling the new ECM-B1M 

Shotgun Microphone or XLR-K3M XLR Adaptor Kit to be connected directly to the MI Shoe for cleaner, clearer audio 

recordings 

Pricing and Availability: 

The new Alpha 9 II will be available in November 2019 priced at approximately $4,500 US and $6,000 CA. It will be sold 

at a variety of Sony’s authorized dealers throughout North America.  
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GoPro Hero 8 black launched 

GoPro has updated its action cameras and has launched the Hero 8 black at $399 USD. 

Key features of GoPro Hero 8 black: 

Resolution: 4K 60p/50p. Also 2.7k 120p/100p and 1080p 240/200. The HD ie 720p mode is dropped. 

Mounting port: There is a built in mounting port. Previous GoPros had to use a mounting frame which used to make it 

big and make it difficult to put in pocket. 

Still photo: You can shoot 12MP still photos with improved HDR: The revamped algorithm is delivers higher detail in 

action shots. 

Hypersmooth 2.0 stabilisation: GoPro calls it radical enhancement to the hypersmooth stabilisation launched in 

the previous Hero 7 black model. Hypersmooth 2.0 now has multiple levels of stabilization—including Boost—and game-

changing in-app horizon leveling. 

TimeWarp 2.0: Get that surreal TimeWarp effect you love—now with automatic speed selection. Or just tap to speed 

it up or slow it down. 

LiveBurst: LiveBurst mode captures 1.5 seconds before and after you hit the shutter—so you can pick the perfect shot 

from 90 still images. Or, share a 3-second 4K video clip. 

Improved audio: The microphone is now in the front below the lens and resulted in better audio than before. 

Equipment Discussions - 
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GoPro is giving a 32 GB sandisk micro SD card free with the GoPro. 

GoPro is also launching a few mods for the Hero 8 black camera.  These mods will attach where the door is. You can attach 

a media mod which has a shotgun microphone plugged to a 3.5mm jack. It will have two cold shoes to attach either a light 

mod which means a 200 lumen LED light or an external monitor called Display Mod. 

GoPro Hero8 black Light Mod 

 

The small Light Mod can also help illuminate nearby area and help in other 

kinds of shooting apart from vloggers as well. 

 

 

 

GoPro Hero 8 black Display Mod 

The Display Mod will help the vloggers to see how they appear in the frame and hence will appeal them. The mods will be 

available in December. 
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Canon launches IVY REC clippable outdoor camera 

Canon had launched the tiny adventure camera first in indiegogo. Now Canon has officially launched the IVY REC clippa-

ble outdoor camera. 

The IVY REC camera contains a 13 MP sensor. is waterproof upto 2 meters (6.6 feet) for 30 minutes. It is also Shockproof 

up to 6.6 ft./2m 

This camera can be clipped in belt or bag strap and can shoot video at a maximum resolution of 1080p upto 60fps. The 

default video setting is 720p at 30fps. The setting can be changed in Canon Mini Cam app to 1080p. However, it can record 

at 1080p for a max 10 mins duration. It records to microSD card. It is targeting youngsters and is far removed from 

prosumer customers who would prefer a GoPro. The IVY REC camera comes in three colours. 

The price is 129.99 US Dollars and would be available in October. 

PRESS RELEASE 

The World Is Your Oyster and Now You Can "REC" It With New Canon IVY REC Clippable 

Outdoor Camera 

MELVILLE, NY, October 10, 2019 – Your activity of choice should not limit you on your quest to #RECtheWorld – 

from jumping on a trampoline, biking down a mountainside, screaming on a roller coaster or feeling the beat at a music 

festival. Down for just about anything, Canon U.S.A., Inc., a leader in digital imaging solutions, is excited to announce the 

IVY REC Clippable Outdoor Camera. Made to go anywhere while capturing those larger-than-life moments – this new 
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camera is made for adventure. 

IVY REC Specs 

Great for the outdoors, the clippable and wearable design allows users to wear it on a belt or bag and the clip doubles as a 

viewfinder – eliminating the potential to crack a screen. Simple to use with one click capture for both photos and videos, 

the IVY REC pairs with the optional Canon Mini Cam app1. When paired with a compatible mobile device2 such as a 

smartphone, you can keep informed about important settings including battery life of the IVY REC camera, remaining im-

age capacity for the MicroSD card, video recording resolution (720p or 1080p)3, and image size. You can also use the app 

as a live viewfinder to capture photos and videos, and even use it as a remote shutter with a timer. For photos and videos, 

the app lets you wirelessly transfer them to your compatible mobile device to print and share. The go-anywhere camera is 

also waterproof4, shockproof5 and lightweight. 

“We have learned a lot about the IVY customer since we launched our first IVY product over a year ago –their unique shop-

ping habits and what’s important to them when it comes to consumer technology products,” said Kazuto Ogawa, president 

and chief operating officer, Canon U.S.A., Inc. “We’ve worked tirelessly to implement this knowledge into the next genera-

tion of IVY products, the IVY REC, offering the younger generation consumer the opportunity to go where the moment 

takes them and capture them in an instant.” 

The Canon IVY REC comes in three colors: Riptide (Blue), Avocado (Green) and Dragon Fruit (Pink) and is scheduled to be 

available in October 2019 at an estimated retail price of $129.99*.  
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Canon Inc. has announced the development of the EOS-1D X Mark III   

Canon has just made a development announcement of the Canon EOS 1DX Mark III DSLR. The EOS 1DX Mark III camera 

will have the ability to shoot stills in 10-bit using the HEIF (High Efficiency Image File) file format. HEIF produces wider 

dynamic range and greater color representation compared to JPEG. 

A new era in autofocus speed and accuracy  

 The EOS-1D X Mark III will feature a brand-new AF sensor with 28x more resolution than its predecessor, using advanced 

AF algorithms with deep learning technology for incredible focus tracking in any situation. And in Live View and video 

there will be the added advantage of Dual Pixel CMOS AF across approximately 90% of the horizontal sensor area and 100 

percent of the vertical sensor area with 525 AF areas. With AF over a wider EV range focusing with an EOS DSLR truly will 

never have been more accurate and versatile. 

Outstanding stills and video 

 With a new Canon CMOS sensor and powerful new DIGIC processing, image quality even at high ISO will be taken to even 

greater levels along with 4K video at 60p, plus the options of capturing RAW video or 10-bit 4:2:2 video with Canon Log, 
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both recorded internally to CFexpress cards. A new bright viewfinder will help connect you to your subject in real time. 

In comparison the EOS 1DX Mark II didn’t have Canon log. So lot of clients were not happy with the EOS 1DX Mark II for 

video shooting. The 10bit 4:2:2 will make the files much more robust and malleable in post. With cameras like Blackmagic 

offering raw video, canon felt that it too needed to include RAW video. So this is a very good sign.  

The Canon EOS 1DX Mark III is reputed to shoot at 16fps with optical viewfinder and 20fps in live view mode. So this cam-

era can be used for extreme sports and wildlife applications as is expected of the flagship. With mirrorless cameras of com-

petitors coming with the ability to shoot in high fps, the EOS 1DXIII with these options can legitimately talk about being 

the top Pro camera of canon.  

High speed camera communications 

 Delivering captured content quickly is the vital next step for a professional. This is why the EOS-1D X Mark III will feature 

Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth® low Energy connectivity and GPS capability for seamless communication. With double the trans-

fer speeds of the EOS-1D X Mark II, via the built-in Ethernet port or through the optional WFT-E9, and with a revised user 

interface for simpler and more intuitive operation, the new EOS-1D X Mark III will be designed to get the job done faster 

than any EOS ever before. 

Always ready to perform, whatever the situation 

 The EOS-1D X Mark III will be radically upgraded for superb performance. Not only will it offer a blistering frame rate 

with the optical viewfinder including AE and focus tracking, but also dramatic improvements in Live View mode with the 

same level of accuracy, plus the ability to shoot using an electronic shutter. The camera will be engineered to excel in all 

areas, with dramatically improved battery life using the LP-E19 battery, new illuminating buttons and an all-new AF point 

selection control within the AF-ON button in addition to the multi-controller. All in a magnesium alloy weather-sealed 

body. 

Always ready to perform, whatever the situation 

Price is not announced yet. The Original EOS 1DX was launched at $6800 US dollars. The EOS 1DXII was launched at 

$5999 US Dollars. It is to be seen at what price the EOS 1DX Mark III will be released. Will it be at around $5000 US Dol-

lars? The market is now flooded with some capable cameras. So Canon has to do some tightrope walking as far as pricing is 

concerned.  

PRESS RELEASE 

Powerful, Faster And Rugged: Canon Announces The Development Of The EOS-1D X Mark III Camera 
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MELVILLE, NY, October 24, 2019 – Canon U.S.A. Inc., a leader in digital imaging solutions, today announced that its par-

ent company, Canon Inc. is developing the highly anticipated Canon EOS-1D X Mark III Camera – the successor to the 

world-renowned and award-winning EOS-1D X Mark II. Ideal for sports and wildlife, the flagship DSLR is being engi-

neered and designed using feedback from the worldwide community of EOS-1D X and EOS-1D X Mark II photographers. 

Continuing Canon’s rich heritage of creating first-rate optical products, the EOS-1D X Mark III offers an enhanced autofo-

cus system, with dramatically improved still and video image quality and communication. When using this camera, profes-

sionals will have the confidence they will get ‘the shot’ and can deliver it at a competitive speed – faster than ever before – 

ideal for the increasingly fast-paced industry. 

“The innovations put forth by the new EOS-1D X Mark III will set the new standard for professional DSLR cameras and 

further cement Canon’s commitment to its professional photographers,” said Kazuto Ogawa, president and chief operating 

officer, Canon U.S.A., Inc. “In developing the new camera, Canon listened to extensive user-feedback from professionals 

out in the field. The result is a camera that has evolved from its predecessor and maintained the overall quality that profes-

sional photographers have come to expect from the Canon EOS-1D series.” 

Need for Speed 

 The Canon EOS-1D X Mark III will be blisteringly fast - offering exceptional precision, reliability, high-performance auto-

focus and subject tracking – providing photographers with a tool that will help to capture the shot they are chasing. The 

camera’s new autofocus algorithm will improve stability and tracking when using both the Optical Viewfinder and in Live 

View shooting mode, using Deep Learning Technology and adapting to help facilitate accurate focus tracking for every 

shot. When using the optical viewfinder the camera will use a new autofocus sensor, with approximately 28 times the reso-

lution in the center of the EOS-1D X Mark II. Offering the ability to autofocus in even brighter and darker situations than 

before and with greater precision, the camera will have a range of autofocus capabilities, which will enable the photogra-

pher to get their shot. In Live View mode, users will be able to make use of 525 AF areas using the Dual Pixel CMOS AF 

system will cover approximately 90x100 percent of the image sensor. The camera will support significantly faster frame 

rates with full AF and AE, using either the optical viewfinder (up to approximately 16fps mechanical shutter) or Live View 

(up to approximately 20fps mechanical or electronic shutter). Additionally, the camera’s dual CFexpress card slots will en-

able more than five times the RAW burst depth of its predecessor. 

Powered to Dominate 

 The development of EOS-1D X Mark III is a clear example of Canon’s commitment to pushing the boundaries of innova-

tive imaging products featuring optically excellent technology. The camera will support an all new, Canon-developed, 

CMOS sensor and DIGIC processor, that will deliver greater image quality, at even higher ISOs, with the ability to capture 

stills in 10-bit using the HEIF (High Efficiency Image File) file format. HEIF produces wider dynamic range and greater 

color representation compared to JPEG. The power of 4K resolution brings stories to life – shoot 4K videos including 
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4K60p with 10-bit 4:2:2 Canon Log internal recording. 

Conveniently Connected 

For professionals, content delivery is just as important as image capture – the EOS-1D X Mark III will make it easy, featur-

ing built-in Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth® low-energy connectivity in addition to GPS technology. To keep pace with ever-

shortening deadlines, the camera will transfer data at more than twicei the speed of the EOS-1D X Mark II when using the 

built-in Ethernet connection, or the new optional wireless file transmitter – the WFT-E9, which is also compatible with 

Canon’s recently launched Cinema EOS C500 Mark II camera. Coupled with simpler network set-up the camera will great-

ly enhance the professional workflow. 

A Familiar Feel with Improved Attributes 

 Existing EOS-1D series users will be familiar and comfortable handling the EOS-1D X Mark III allowing seamless naviga-

tion with trusted ergonomics – whilst the magnesium alloy body will offer the durability expected from Canon’s EOS-1D 

cameras. Professional photographers can trust the same impressive build-quality as the EOS-1D X Mark II – with phenom-

enal weather-sealing, standing up to harsh conditions, including wind, rain and humidity. With incredible low-light shoot-

ing capabilities, the camera will now feature select illuminated buttons that allow for precision operation in challenging, 

dark and dimly lit conditions. The camera will also offer a new additional control for selecting AF points, built into the AF-

ON button, allowing photographers to change AF points on-the-fly for the best composition – further helping to simplify 

their work. In addition, dramatically improved battery life – with the same LP-E19 – will allow professionals to shoot for 

longer periods of time, without having to change batteries, helping reduce the chance of missing a shot.  
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Canon launches RF 70-200 f2.8 L lens and RF 85mm f1.2L USM DS lens 

Canon has added two new lenses to its RF lens lineup.  

The Canon RF 70-200 f2.8 L IS USM lens is 27 percent shorter and 28 percent lighter than the EF 70-200 f2.8 L IS III 

USM lens. Reducing the weight makes it very handy. It can also be neatly packed without taking up the lions share in the 

bag. It has two nano USM motors for smooth autofocus. Total of 17 lens elements in 13 groups including two aspherical 

lenses, one super UD lens and four UD lenses to reduce chromatic aberration. It also has fluorine coating and Subwave-

length Structure Coating (SWC) to minimize lens flare and ghosting. The price is $2699 US dollars.  

The Canon RF 85mm f1.2L USM DS lens is another premium lens in the RF lens line up. It has a new DS coating (Defocus 

smoothing) which defocuses the bokeh from sharp outlines to blurred ones. The price is $2999 US Dollars. With these two 

lenses canon has made it clear that the RF mount will be the premium mount in the future with high quality lenses. The 

defocus smoothing technology overview video can be seen here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fe8nitSwe3c 

PRESS RELEASE 

The RF Family Grows By Two: Canon RF 70-200MM F2.8L IS USM Lens Is The World’s Shortest And 

Lightest Lens In Its Class And RF 85MM F1.2L USM DS Is The First Lens To Feature Defocus Smoothing  

New RF L-Series Lenses Aim to Provide Impeccable Performance, Handling and Unique Features to Pho-

tographers Shooting with EOS R and EOS RP Cameras 

MELVILLE, NY, October 24, 2019 – Completing the “trinity” of RF lenses for the EOS R Full-Frame mirrorless cam-

era system, Canon U.S.A., Inc., a leader in digital imaging solutions, today announced the RF 70-200mm F2.8L IS USM 

telephoto lens. Additionally, the company also announced its first lens to feature Defocus Smoothing lens coating, the Can-

on RF 85 F1.2L DS. The ninth and tenth lenses in the RF family are both powerful tools for photographers using the EOS R 

or EOS RP cameras, in particular, those shooting sports or wildlife photography with the RF 70-200mm F2.8L or portrait 

photography with the RF 85mm F1.2L USM DS. 

Short and Light With All The Might: Canon RF 70-200mm F2.8L IS USM 

 The new lens features a large and bright f/2.8 aperture, which, along with the 70-200mm focal zoom ranges, presents an 

ideal workhorse lens for professional and amateur photographers shooting sports, wildlife, wedding and event action. The 

new RF lens is 27 percent shorter and 28 percent lighter than its EF counterparti with a large portion of the lens element 

arrangement closer to the camera body. This arrangement is designed to provide photographers with a more balanced feel 

and experience even at telephoto end of the zoom range. Additionally, the shorter and lighter design allows the lens to be 
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more easily stowed away in a camera bag when not in-use. 

A first for Canon lenses, the new RF 70-200mm F2.8L IS USM features two Nano USM motors providing an even greater 

level of high-speed autofocus for still image shooting and quiet and smooth autofocus for video shooting. The lens also in-

corporates a floating focus control, another Canon first, that drives the two lens groups individually while using the two 

aforementioned Nano USM motors. The floating focus lens element shortens focusing distance and help reduce breathing, 

providing users with fast, consistent and reliable performance. 

Additional Features of The Canon RF 70-200mm F2.8 L IS USM Include: 

•Customizable control ring that allows photographers to adjust exposure compensation, shutter speed, aperture or ISO 

•17 lens elements in 13 groups including two aspherical lenses, one super UD lens and four UD lenses, that help to reduce 

chromatic aberration 

•CIPA standard five stops of image stabilization (IS) including three IS modes with dual-sensing and combination IS 

•12-pin communication system 

•L-Series dust and weather resistant build with fluorine coating 

•Subwavelength Structure Coating (SWC) helps minimize lens flare and ghosting 

Teaching an Old Dog a New Trick: Canon 85mm F1.2L USM DS 
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 Canon has a rich history spanning over 40 years of producing 85mm lenses with f/1.2 apertures, and the new Canon RF 

85mm F1.2L USM DS is no different, or is it? The lens ushers in a new lens coating from Canon, Defocus Smoothingii, de-

signed to enhance the appearance of bokeh in the images captured with the lens. DS coating is a vapor-deposited coating 

technology that is applied to the front and rear surfaces of a specific lens element inside the lens. The coating allows off-

axis flux to pass through the periphery of the lens that gradually decreases the transmittance of light, which results in im-

ages with beautifully blurred backgrounds. 

In addition, the new lens features a bright f/1.2 aperture which, along with the 85mm focal length, encompasses an ideal 

lens for portrait photographers. 85mm is often the preferred focal length selected by photographers when shooting por-

traits because it provides an appropriate depth and perspective of the subject relative to the background, helping to capture 

high-quality imagery with beautiful and desirable bokeh. The focal length also allows for the photographer and subject to 

maintain optimum distance apart to support strong communication, while not being too close. 

Additional Features of The Canon RF 85mm F1.2L USM DS Include:  

•Minimum focusing distance of 2.79 feet/0.85 meters 

•Customizable control ring that allows photographers to adjust exposure compensation, shutter speed, aperture or ISO 

Equipment Discussions - 
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•One Aspheric lens and one UD Lens, along with BR optics that help to reduce chromatic aberration 

•12-pin communication system 

•L-Series dust and weather resistant build with fluorine coating 

•Air Sphere Coating (ASC) that helps minimize lens flare and ghosting 

Pricing and Availability: 

The Canon RF 70-200mm F2.8L IS USM and RF 85mm F1.2L USM DS lenses are scheduled to be available late November 

2019 and December 2019, respectively for an estimated retail price of $2,699.00 and $2,999.00 respectivelyiii 

i Among 70-200mm lenses, as of October 24th, 2019, based on Canon’s research. 

ii When compared to Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM III 

iii Due to Defocus Smoothing, transmittance of the lens periphery decreases due to the DS coating. Brightness of the lens at 

maximum aperture is about 1 1/3 stops darker than f/1.2 

iv Specifications, availability and prices are subject to change without notice. Actual prices are set by individual dealers and 

may vary. 
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COUNTRY NOTEBOOK: Wallowing in the mire: M.Krishnan:- 28 March 1971      

The Sunday Statesman (shared by Shri. Saktipada Panigrahi)   

Wallow in the mire 

(Elephant) 

 " AFTER A BATH, especially after swimming across a river, Elephants love nothing better than to kick up the earth into a 

fine powder with their forelegs, and to dust themselves all over their gleaming bodies with the dry earth. Very young calves, 

and even older calves do not indulge in these dust-baths after a plunge into water but the sub-adults do. If there is a patch 

of mire handy, they proceed to it a and squirt the mud all over themselves and while cows also indulge in this slinging of 

mud over themselves it is the grown bulls that seem fondest of it, wallowing in the mire till they have acquired a regular 

plaster of it over their bodies, heads and limbs. 

 Obviously, a wallow in the mire is cooling and gratifying when the sun (which our elephants do not like) is hot especially in 

dry summer. But even when it is cloudy and the air is humid, as during the monsoons, elephants love a mud-lark. I have 

watched a herd of a dozen elephants spend over an hour in a shallow, muddy pool on an overcast September day picking up 

the mire in the crook of their trunk tips and slinging it over themselves and even their fellows. Only a young cow, with an 

infant calf (barely a week old) refrained from the orgy. Even Quite young calves will lie down and play in the their trunks to 

fling it over themselves till they are older. 

Natural History - 

A mud bath at Kabini backwaters                                                              Photo Courtesy - Jerin Dinesh  

http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/member.php?u=1836
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 As said, it is the bulls, especially the lone bulls (which feel no urge to follow the herd when it moves off) that indulge most 

zestfully in these mud-baths. Years ago I came upon a tusker that was a deep crimson all over except for a little white show-

ing through on his tusks he had dusted himself with some dry fine, crimson earth after a good mud-bath. However, the 

muddiest elephant I have ever seen was a long bull I saw in the Bandipur Sanctuary of Mysore in October,1968. 

 He was behind a big bush, and it had been drizzling, and for a moment I thought he was a huge anthill wet with the rain. 

Then it occurred to me that a wet anthill would not gleam with oozing mud, and I looked again and saw the anthill moving. 

He was looking at us from behind that bush, and when we stopped he came out into the open for a closer look - a tusker so 

comprehensively plastered with mud that even his tusks were a dark glistening raw umber, that had evidently been enjoy-

ing a thorough roll in a patch of deep mire, about a furlong away. 

 My picture, in black-and-white though clear enough, does not adequately convey the muddiness of old Muddy as I saw him 

then. He was just a moving mass of clayey wet earth, with no surface detail, and with his features merging into one another 

because of their common, umber- coloured earth nesa. 

 Various reasons have been assigned for this elephantine love of mud-other animals, too, pig rhinos and wild buffaloes (and 

even tame ones), love a good wallow in the mire. All these animals have thick hides, and the elephant and rhino with the 

hide much creased in addition. Undoubtedly mud serves to cleanse their creased and pitted skin more thoroughly then wa-

ter especially when coated on after a plunge in water, for it clings on till dry and then flakes off.The virtues of a good plaster 

of mud as a cutaneous tonic and palliative area known even to smooth thin-skinned humanity, but probably this logical, 

cause-and-effect reasoning dose not adequately cover the question. There is also the recreational and voluptuous enjoy-

ment of a mud-bath to be considered." 

- M. Krishnan 

This was published on 28 March 1971. 
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Tigress-in-Kabini by Mrudul Godbole 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leopard by Shyamala Kumar 
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Wildlife Photography -  

 

Serpent Eagle by Mrudul Godbole 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Waterfall by Prajwal Ullal 
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Wildlife Photography -  

 

Mantis by Arun Acharjee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Spitting spider by Prajwal Ullal 
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Cheetal by Sabyasachi Patra 
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This is the 130th issue of IndiaWilds. The photo of a wild tiger adorns the cover page. The photo depicts a 

tiger in a clump of bamboos stepping down to an open area which has been excavated with the help of 

earth moving equipment. That is the general state of our forests and hills today. Man, a species which has 

no natural in built weapons, uses its mind to create tools to lord over other species and nature. We can de-

stroy and flatten a hillock within a day. We can cut off the trees and convert a jungle into an open land. We 

can demarcate and reclassify land as forests and non-forests on our own sweet will. We are answerable to none. How will 

the wildlife species cope up with such sudden change? 

We pick up a single species from the forests, like a bamboo or tea and create monoculture plantations close to forests so 

that we can exploit those bamboos for our own use. And when wildlife species like tiger or elephant pass through those 

plantations, we get scared and start tranquilising those animals. We brand them as problem animals. How will animals 

read our mind and understand the manmade laws? Conflict is inevitable unless we create inviolate wilderness areas and 

link those so that wildlife can move from one wilderness area to another. Even though India has 3.287 million square kilo-

meters of land mass, we have destroyed most of our forests and India is now staring at desertification. To stop our land 

from becoming desert and to stop the impact of climate change, we have to protect our forests. The sooner we realise that 

our wellbeing is linked with forests, the better it will be. 

I look forward to your inputs and support in preserving the last tracts of wilderness and wildlife of our beautiful country. 

For other interesting articles and images check - http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/    

To post in the IndiaWilds forums, you can register free of cost using your Full Name as user id at  -                 

http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/register.php 

If you are already a member of IndiaWilds and have forgotten you user id and/or password you can 

mail  administrator@indiawilds.com 

Regards, 

Sabyasachi Patra 
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